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ARTICLE NINETY-EIGHT
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – AMOS 7-9

SEVEN
A. Neither the locusts nor fire came and consumed because of his prayer (7:1-6)
B. What the plumb line revealed (7:7-9)
C. The priest to the king: “He’s saying terrible things!” (7:10-11)
D. The priest to the prophet: “Get out and go back home!” (7:12-13)
E. The prophet to the priest: “Such punishment you could never imagine!” (7:14-17)

EIGHT
A. He saw sorrow, suffering, and slavery in that basket (8:1-3)
B. He took an oath: their sin would not be forgiven (8:4-10)
C. The most frightful kind of famine (8:11-14)

NINE
A. No possible escape, said the angry One at the altar (9:1-4)
B. Their land to rise and sink like the Nile (9:5-10)
C. But then, glorious restoration (9:11-15)